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Abstract—Player satisfaction is particularly difficult to ensure
in online games, due to interactions with other players. In
adversarial multiplayer games, matchmaking typically consists in
trying to match together players of similar skill level. However,
this is usually based on a single skill value, and assumes the only
factor of “fun” is the game balance. We present a more advanced
matchmaking strategy developed for Ghost Recon Online, an
upcoming team-focused First Person Shooter from Ubisoft. We
first show how incorporating more information about players
than their raw skill can lead to more balanced matches. We
also argue that balance is not the only factor that matters, and
present a strategy to explicitly maximize the players’ fun, taking
advantage of a rich player profile that includes information about
player behavior and personal preferences. Ultimately, our goal
is to ask players to provide direct feedback on match quality
through an in-game survey. However, because such data was not
available for this study, we rely here on heuristics tailored to this
specific game. Experiments on data collected during Ghost Recon
Online’s beta tests show that neural networks can effectively be
used to predict both balance and player enjoyment.
Index Terms—Matchmaking, first person shooters, neural
networks, player satisfaction, game balance

I. I NTRODUCTION

M

AKING games appealing to a wide audience is a core
objective of modern video games [1]. This objective
has been driving a significant amount on research on “playercentered” game design [2]. Most of this research has been
focused on adapting games to players individually, e.g. by
dynamically generating quests in an online Role-PlayingGame [3], adapting tracks in a racing game [4], or dynamically
adjusting the difficulty of an arcade game [5]. However,
making the game enjoyable for all players in a multiplayer
games requires taking into account player interactions. Those
are difficult to control, but a good matchmaking process can
increase the chance of players having fun with each other, thus
improving player retention [6].
The algorithms described in this paper have been designed
for the matchmaking system of Ghost Recon Online, an
online First Person Shooter (FPS) currently being developed
by Ubisoft. In this game players control elite soldiers with
modern weapons and high-tech equipment (Fig 1), and teams
fight against each other in various game modes. These modes
include for instance “Capture” (teams fight to capture and control a given number of points on the map) and “Assault” (one
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Fig. 1. In Ghost Recon Online, players have access to various character
classes, with unique powers, weapons and high-tech gear. This opens up a
wide array of potential playstyles, that basic skill rating algorithms are unable
to fully capture.

team is defending a position which the other team is attacking).
The matchmaking task consists in building teams from a pool
of players willing to join an adversarial multiplayer match,
in a way that maximizes players’ enjoyment1 . This challenge
is traditionally solved by assigning a skill rating to each
player (inferred from his previous match results), deriving
team ratings from individual skills of all players in a team,
then having teams of similar strengths fight each other. This is
for instance the basic idea behind the TrueSkill matchmaking
system developed by Microsoft for their Xbox Live online
gaming service [7]. The motivation is that the game is not
fun if a match is unbalanced, as weaker players get frustrated
while experienced players get bored (even though getting easy
kills may initially be fun).
The research we present here aims to address two limitations
of such skill-based matchmaking systems:
• Because skill ratings are often used for player ranking
(e.g. online leaderboards) in addition to matchmaking,
such ratings are usually uni-dimensional (they result in a
single number representing a player’s overall proficiency
in the game). However, complex games like modern
FPS require skills in multiple areas like reflex, planning,
tactical analysis or teamwork. The relative importance
of these skills depends on the map, game mode (e.g.
1 Note that here we focus on situations where only two teams face each
other and the game is balanced for teams of equal size, but our approach
could be generalized to more generic settings as well.
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Deathmatch vs. Capture the Flag), player roles, team
compositions, etc. Since in this work our goal is to
match players together rather than rank them, we can take
advantage of a richer player profile and additional contextual information to predict the game balance, instead
of relying on a single skill number.
Although it seems safe to assume that an unbalanced
match is not fun (at least for the weaker team), skillbased matchmaking systems implicitly assume the reverse
is also true (“a balanced match is fun”), which is not as
obvious. For instance in an FPS, having two teams of
campers2 will most likely lead to a boring match where
no action ever happens, even if the match is perfectly
balanced.

Our methodology to tackle these challenges consists in
using machine learning algorithms (more specifically neural
networks) to predict the match winner and a measure of
individual player enjoyment. These predictions are based on
information about players involved in the match as well as
on the match’s specific settings. The information on players is
derived from historical data, taking into account both previous
match results and player attributes collected by tracking player
behavior over time. Defining what makes a game fun is an
interesting but challenging task that has been a research topic
for a long time [8], [9], and we do not intend to solve it here.
Instead, we plan to rely on user input, by asking players to
regularly provide feedback on their online gaming experience
through in-game surveys. However, such survey data was not
available yet for this study, so instead we handcrafted a “fun
formula” that we used to validate our approach. This formula
is based on events tracked during each match (like kills and
deaths in an FPS). We will show in our experimental results
that our neural network model for fun prediction outperforms
skill-based systems like TrueSkill and our own match balance
predictor, on the task of finding the matches most likely to be
fun for all players involved.
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A. Predicting Match Balance
In order to estimate match balance, we train a neural
network whose output is the probability that team A wins
over team B (the idea is that a match is balanced when this
probability is close to 50%). The network’s architecture is
shown in Fig. 2.
TEAM A
Embedding P1
Features P1
Attributes P1

...
Embedding P8
Features P8
Attributes P8

Hidden layer

2 Campers

are players who tend to stay still, waiting to ambush enemies.

P(team A wins)
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...

Features Team B

Embedding P16
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Attributes P16

Inputs

Intermediate representations

Output

Fig. 2. Neural network computing the probability that team A wins, based on
the profiles (embeddings and attributes) of all players involved in the match
(players P1 to P8 in team A, and players P9 to P16 in team B).

The network’s inputs are the player profiles. A profile is the
combination of an embedding and an attributes vectors:
•

II. N EURAL N ETWORK M ODELS
In this section we describe the neural network architectures
we have been using. The two opposing teams are denoted by
team A and team B respectively. Note that team order is not
random: it is arbitrarily fixed by the map settings, for instance
on a given map the team starting from the South area would
always be team A, while the team starting from the North area
would always be team B. This allows the network to take into
account the fact that maps may not be symmetric.
In the following we assume that each team can have up
to eight players to keep notations simple, but in general
the maximum number of players per team depends on the
game mode. Note also that although the matchmaking system
(described in Section III) attempts to find matches where teams
are balanced and at full size, it may sometimes be forced to
start a match with fewer players when not enough players are
available.

Features Team A

•

The ne -dimensional embedding vector ei of player i is
automatically learned during the training phase, and can
be seen as a set of numbers that summarize previous
matches in which a player participated. These numbers
cannot be easily interpreted by a human, but the neural
network can use them to tweak its predictions so that
they better match the players’ individual playstyles. For
instance, in this architecture, the embedding vector is
expected to contain information about the player skill
in various aspects of the game (“good sniper”, “poor
assault”, etc.).
The na -dimensional attributes vector ai of player i is
a set of normalized statistics that are extracted from the
game logs. It contains for instance the average kill / death
ratio of the player, the number of matches he played, his
firing accuracy, etc.

The input profiles are successively transformed as follows:
1) The profile information (embedding and attributes) are
linearly combined into a single vector of player features
pi = ei + Wai

(1)

with W an (ne × na ) matrix. One may think of these
features as a summary of the profile, containing an
estimate of a player’s skills in various areas of the game,
given his history.
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2) For each team j ∈ {A, B}, team features tj are
computed as the sum of all player features in the team:
X
tj =
pi .
(2)
i∈team j

3) Team features are compared and summarized by a nonlinear transformation into the hidden layer h defined as


X
h = tanh b +
Vj t j 
(3)
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first case, or because we did not have enough confidence in our
“fun estimator” in the second. The neural network architecture
we use, depicted in Fig. 3, differs from the one used for
balance (Fig. 2) in that it predicts a player-dependent output
(the probability that a specific player has fun in the match),
instead of a single global value.
TEAM A
Embedding P1
Features P1
Attributes P1

j∈{A,B}

Hidden layer

with b an nh -dimensional vector and VA and VB two
(nh × ne ) matrices. Note that here, the tanh function
is applied on a vector: this is a shortcut notation to represent an element-wise tanh operation on each element
of this vector.
4) The last step of the computation is a single sigmoid unit
computing the probability α that team A wins by
α = σ(u · h + c)

(4)

where u is an nh -dimensional vector, c is a scalar, and
σ is the sigmoid function σ(x) = 1+e1−x .
The model described above is one of the most basic that
fits our approach, but we will see in experiments that it
can already yield a significant improvement when compared
to a rating-based system like TrueSkill [7]. It is likely that
more complex architectures will be able to reach even higher
accuracy. Potential improvements include:
• Performing feature extraction on player attributes to extract high-level information on playstyle, e.g. through
unsupervised pre-training of deep neural networks [10],
[11]. This may be especially useful as more player
attributes are added to the player profile.
• Trying more pooling operations than the sum performed
in eq. 2, e.g. also concatenating the mean, standard
deviation, (soft)min, (soft)max, ...
• Adding additional hidden layers to learn a decision function more complex than eqs. 3-4. Recent work on discriminative deep networks may be useful in this regard [12].
Note also that in order to take map and game mode into
account, we propose to learn different matrices VA and VB
(see eq. 3) for each map and game mode. This will allow
different maps / modes to favor specific skills, as well as to
weigh differently the contributions of the two teams (which
may be important in unbalanced maps, or in an asymmetric
game mode like “Assault”). However, this strategy could not be
evaluated yet because our current dataset is limited to a single
map and game mode (see experiments in Section IV-A).
B. Predicting Player Enjoyment
For the purpose of fun prediction, we assume that each
match in the training set is labeled with a target vector f
such that fi is 1 if player i had fun during the match, and
0 otherwise. This label may come from an in-game player
survey, or could be computed from prior knowledge on what
makes the game fun. Note that some elements of f may be
missing, either because some players skipped the survey in the

P(P1 has fun)
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Fig. 3. Neural network computing the probability that player P1 has fun,
based on the profiles (embeddings and attributes) of all players involved in the
match (players P1 to P8 in team A, and players P9 to P16 in team B). Team B
computations are identical to those in Fig. 2 and are not shown in details
here. Note that similar networks are defined to compute the probabilities that
players P2 to P16 have fun (and all these networks share the same weight
parameters).

In particular, in this architecture the hidden layer takes as
input the feature vector of the player whose fun is being
estimated and the feature vector of the rest of his team,
in addition to the feature vectors of both (full) teams. The
motivation behind this specific connectivity pattern is that in
order to compute in the hidden layer useful information about
how likely a player is to have fun, we would like to take into
account (i) the player’s individual profile, (ii) the profiles of
his teammates, and (iii) the global profiles of the two teams.
The inputs (profiles ei and attributes ai ) are the same as in
Section II-A, and player features are also computed by eq. 1.
However, if for instance we want to estimate the fun of player
i in team A, the hidden layer h is now computed by


X
h = tanh b + Ypi + V1 tA + V2 tB + U
pk  .
k∈team j,k6=i

Note that if player i was in team B, this formula would
instead use V1 tB + V2 tA . Finally, the output probability
P (Player i has fun) = α is given again by eq. 4. The
extensions of the balance predictor mentioned at the end of
Section II-A can also be considered for this model, in particular matrices V1 , V2 , Y, U may be learned independently for
each unique map and game mode.
III. A RCHITECTURE
Although the main focus of this paper is on the new
machine learning models described above, it is also important
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to understand how they are integrated into the game. In this
section we briefly answer the three following questions:
• How are players matched together?
• Where does the training data come from?
• How are the model parameters optimized?
A. Matchmaking
Once the models described above have been trained, how
should they be used in the matchmaking process? Fig. 4
gives a simplified view of the global architecture (with only
1v1 matches for the sake of clarity). Players who want to
join an online match are placed in a queue from which
the matchmaking algorithm randomly samples to try various
team combinations. Match candidates are scored by one of
the neural network models described in Section II to obtain
an estimate of match quality. The matchmaking server then
launches those with highest scores.
Player
queue

Dedicated
servers

Matchmaking
Join
session #2

Team A

Join
session #1

Team B

Match quality

Create
session #1

0.3
0.7

Join
session #2

0.6

Join
session #1

0.9

Create
session #2

Fig. 4. Sketch of the matchmaking process: various match compositions are
evaluated by random sampling from the player queue. The best matches are
launched on dedicated servers that chosen players are instructed to join.

Without going too deep into the details, the following points
are worth pointing out:
• The sampling strategy has an important role: in particular
it can ensure all players are in a compatible skill range
and have a good connection with the same dedicated
server. It should also favor players who have been waiting
for a longer time, to minimize the wait.
• There is a trade-off between sampling time and match
quality: we sample as many matches as possible while
maintaining matchmaking wait below a given threshold.
• This sampling scheme is well suited to distributed computations, so the number of match candidates that can be
evaluated mostly depends on the amount of processing
power available.
• A similar approach is used for “hot-join” situations, i.e.
when selecting players best fit to fill open slots in ongoing
matches.
B. Data Collection
After each match, the game saves into a database all relevant
information like which team won, which objectives were
completed, who were the players in each team, when they
joined and left the game, how many kills they got, how many
deaths, etc. These statistics are accompanied by a “snapshot”
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of the players’ state (for all players involved in the game that
just ended), which includes additional data like current gear,
level, special abilities, etc. Then, a parser reads these logs from
the database and generates the corresponding match results and
player attributes, which form the basis of the training data.
Another source of data collection is the in-game player
survey (which had not yet been activated at the time of writing
this paper). This survey pops up after every match (or less
frequently if needed), and asks in particular whether (i) the
player had fun, and (ii) he thought the match was balanced.
The first answer will be used to train and evaluate our model
for player enjoyment, while the second one will provide us
with another way to compare game balance models. Additional
survey questions may also be used for the purpose of player
modeling (see Section V-C).
C. Model Optimization
Training is split in two phases, which we call respectively
offline training and online update. Offline training may be
slow, and is meant to periodically provide a “fresh” model
optimized on a large amount of data, to be deployed for instance during a weekly maintenance window. On the contrary,
the online update needs to be fast enough to update the model
in real time from the results of matches being played online.
The offline training phase consists in learning two kinds of
parameters:
• The parameters governing the network transformations. For instance for the winner prediction model
described in Section II-A, this set of parameters is
{W, VA , VB , b, u, c}.
• The players’ embeddings.
We optimize our models by stochastic gradient descent, minimizing the Negative Log-Likelihood (NLL) of the model’s
prediction [13] (in the fun prediction task, missing targets are
ignored). The evolution of player embeddings through time
(modeling the fact that we expect players to evolve as they play
more matches) is currently considered linear in the number of
matches that have been played, i.e.
eik = e0i + ke1i
where eik is the embedding of player i after he has played
k matches, and the embedding parameters e0i and e1i are
optimized by the gradient descent algorithm. Note that a
linear evolution is most likely sub-optimal, and we plan to
experiment with other variants in future work.
The online update phase takes place once the model is
deployed and new matches are being played. At this point,
the network’s transformation parameters are kept fixed, but
we use the information available from new matches to update
the players’ embeddings. Whenever a match ends, we recover
from the database the composition of the last few3 matches
of all players involved in the match that just ended. The
prediction error is then minimized on this small subset of
the data, by a fast conjugate gradient descent optimization
3 The number of matches to recover needs to be validated to obtain good
performance, both in terms of prediction accuracy and speed.
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algorithm [14] optimizing only the players’ embeddings. This
ensures that embeddings always reflect the recent matches of
the players (since if they were kept fixed, or optimized with
a slow optimization method like stochastic gradient descent,
they would become outdated after a while).
IV. E XPERIMENTS
A. Dataset
The data at our disposal for this study consists in matches
played during an early Ghost Recon Online beta-test. All
matches were played on the same map and the same multiplayer mode (“Capture”), with up to eight players in each
team. After filtering out uninteresting matches (those that are
too short or involve less than two players per team), the dataset
contains 3937 matches involving 3444 unique players. The
histogram of the number of matches per player is shown in
Fig. 5. For each player we use the following attributes:
• number of matches played
• sum and mean of kills and deaths
• average kill / death ratio
• sum and mean of number of captures
• TrueSkill skill estimate
• mean and standard deviation of firing accuracy and headshot percentage

700
600

Number of players

500
400
300

TrueSkill-Player actually ignores the winning team, focusing instead of individual player performance by ranking players according to their in-game score (a function
of their achievements during the match, i.e. for instance
kills and captures). This amounts to pretending that an
8v8 match is actually a free-for-all (each player is a team
by himself)4 .
Each algorithm has a number of hyper-parameters that
need to be set carefully. For instance, in TrueSkill the β
parameter (that gives the expected variability in a player’s
performance) and the dynamic factor τ (that ensures skills can
evolve over time) can make a significant difference in terms
of performance. Our algorithms’ most important parameters
are the learning rate in stochastic gradient optimization, and
capacity-related quantities that help fight overfitting: sizes of
the embeddings (ne ) and of the hidden layer (nh ), and weight
decay coefficients (we use `2 regularization on the network
matrices and on embeddings, with a separate regularization
coefficient for the online update phase). We use a “bruteforce” approach to model selection that consists in training a
large amount of model variants with randomly chosen hyperparameters (after running preliminary experiments to define
sensible ranges). We ensure we are not overfitting on these
hyper-parameters by a rigorous sequential validation setup
described below. To give a rough idea, the optimal network
sizes in these experiments are on the order of 10 for the
embedding size, and on the order of 100 for the hidden layer
size. The β parameter in TrueSkill had to be set around 10-20,
and τ around 5.
Our neural network models are implemented in Python,
using the Theano library [15] for efficient computations and
gradient-based optimization. For the TrueSkill models, we
use pure Python code based on a publicly available C#
implementation [16].
•

C. Experimental Setup
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Fig. 5. Distribution of the number of matches per player (truncated to a
maximum of 100 matches to keep the figure easy to read – very few players
played above 100 matches).

B. Algorithms
In the experimental results that follow, we call BalanceNet
the neural network model that is trained to predict the probability that team A wins (Section II-A) and FunNet the one
that predicts the probabilities that players have fun in the
match (Section II-B). We compare them to two variants of
the TrueSkill algorithm [7]:
• TrueSkill-Team only takes match results into account (i.e.
“vanilla” TrueSkill).

Most previous work on matchmaking and skill rating systems usually evaluate algorithms in either an “online” [7] or
a “batch” [17] setting:
• In an online setting, the algorithm starts from scratch
and is immediately evaluated in the prediction task (also
updating its parameters at the same time after each match
result).
• In a batch setting, parameters are first optimized on a
training set, then performance is evaluated on a disjoint
test dataset, keeping parameters fixed.
These settings do not reflect the way our algorithm is meant
to be used, so we rely on a different setup that generalizes
them. The algorithm is first trained on a training set (this
is the “offline training” phase described in Section III-C),
then its performance is evaluated on a disjoint test dataset
while also updating parameters after each test match result
(“online update” phase). Note that other algorithms can also
be evaluated in this setup, for instance the “offline training”
4 Note that although we will show it helps getting better performance for
the purpose of matchmaking, we also argue in Section V that this approach
should be avoided for public player rankings, as it would promote selfish play.
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step of a purely online learning algorithm like TrueSkill simply
consists in updating player skills by going through all matches
in the training set5 .
In order to obtain an unbiased estimate of the generalization
ability of the algorithms being compared, we use sequential
validation with model selection. The first 25% of the dataset
(ordered chronologically) is isolated as a base training set
which is used to “seed” all algorithms. The remainder of the
data is split into five folds, and generalization error is estimated
by averaging the test error over folds 2 to 5. The test error on
fold k ∈ {2, 3, 4, 5} is computed as follows (Fig. 6 illustrates
the process for k = 3):
1) Training: train multiple variants of the model (“offline
training”) on the concatenation of the base training
set and folds 1, . . . , k − 2. Each variant corresponds
to a different random choice of hyper-parameters (e.g.
learning rate, number of hidden units, embedding size).
2) Validation: evaluate each variant by “online update” on
fold k − 1.
3) Re-training: re-train the best variant (“offline training”)
after adding fold k − 1 to the train set.
4) Test: evaluate the re-trained model by “online update”
on fold k.
Base training set

Fold 1

1 - Training

Fold 2

2 - Validation

Fold 3

4 - Test

Fold 4

Fold 5
time

3 - Retraining

Fig. 6. Five-fold sequential validation with model selection: illustration of
the computation of the third fold’s test error. Model variants are compared by
evaluating their validation error on the previous fold, and the one performing
best is evaluated on the test fold after re-training on all data available before
this point. Double arrows indicate “offline training” (which may perform
optimization based on all matches – past and future), while single arrows
represent “online update” (optimization is performed sequentially, one match
after the other).
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Balance

Intermediate representations

Output

We first evaluate the model presented in Section II-A, that
predicts the probability that team A wins. In our matchmaking
framework, this model is used by preferring matches for which
this probability is close to 50%. It is thus important to predict
an accurate probability, not just to predict which team will win
the match. For this reason, our main criterion for comparison
is the Negative Log-Likelihood (NLL). Following [17], we
truncate the model outputs so that they remain within the
(0.01, 0.99) range: this prevents a model’s NLL from growing
arbitrarily large when it is too confident in its prediction
(which often happened for TrueSkill in our experiments). We
also compute the classification error on the winner prediction
task since it is easier to interpret, and provides insight on the
overall balance of matches in our dataset (note in particular
5 For the sake of fairness, we added a new hyper-parameter to TrueSkill
which is the number of times it iterates on the “offline training” set, in order
to potentially let it refine its skill estimates. This did not appear to help much.
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TABLE I
W INNER PREDICTION TASK ( WILL TEAM A WIN THIS MATCH ?)
NLL

Class. Error (%)

TrueSkill-Team

0.547 ± 0.019

26.6 ± 1.9

TrueSkill-Player

0.4785 ± 0.022

21.5 ± 1.8

BalanceNet

0.457 ± 0.020

19.2 ± 1.7

that if all matches were perfectly balanced, then all algorithms
would have 50% error).
Table I presents the results, with 95% confidence intervals
(two standard errors). The best results are shown in bold
(we performed a paired t-test to verify that BalanceNet is
significantly better than TrueSkill-Player in terms of both NLL
and classification error – with p-value of respectively 0.004
and 0.003). It is obvious that TrueSkill-Team is much worse
than the other two models. This is because it takes longer
for skills to converge when they are based only on the match
results, compared to TrueSkill-Player that has access to direct
player rankings through in-game scores. This supports our
argument that for the purpose of matchmaking, it is advised to
take advantage of individual statistics on players beyond the
global result of their teams.
BalanceNet outperforms TrueSkill-Player, but the difference
is not as striking. We believe the main reasons are related to
the current dataset we are experimenting with:
• As can be seen from the low error rate that can be
achieved (under 20%), the matches in the dataset are
not properly balanced. This is because the matchmaking
algorithm in this beta-test was not trying to match players
according to their skill. Thus the majority of the matches
are significantly unbalanced, making the task easy to
solve with simple algorithms6 .
• Data comes from an early beta-test, where most players
are still learning the game on their own, without caring
much about teamwork. Consequently, there is not much
benefit to gain from a model that can deal with team
interactions.
• All the data comes from a single map and game mode,
and the map is symmetric: although our model is meant
to be able to take into account map and game mode
specificities, it is not needed here.
• Obviously, 3937 matches is quite small: it is not possible
to take full advantage of a high capacity model with this
amount of data.
As a result, we expect that as we collect more data (with more
variety), our neural network model’s advantage over TrueSkillPlayer will become even more significant.
E. Player Fun
Ultimately, we intend to make player enjoyment the main
criterion used in Ghost Recon Online’s matchmaking. Note
however that we believe a match balance predictor like the one
we discussed in the previous experiments would still remain
6 As a baseline, a model that simply predicts the winning team as the team
with most players achieves 35% classification error.
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useful, to (i) act as a safeguard against the fun predictor’s mistakes, and (ii) possibly speed up computations (the sampling
phase described in Section III-A) by pre-filtering matches in
order to fully evaluate only reasonable candidates. Thus we
envision a matchmaking system that would take advantage of
the unique benefits brought by both approaches.
As mentioned in the introduction, we are setting up an ingame survey to gather player feedback about their gaming
experience. While waiting for this data to be collected, we
ran experiments by “simulating” a survey, based on our
assumptions on what makes the game fun. We did not put
a lot of efforts in designing the ultimate “fun formula” since
our goal is to replace it eventually, so we used the following
process:
•

•

•

•

•

We started by defining 11 features such that we expect
a player to have more fun when these features increase.
Some of these features are local to the player (e.g. average
life span, number of bullets fired, whether he finished
the match or disconnected while in progress), some are
team-based (e.g. the ratio of our teammates kill/death
ratio compared to our own kill/death ratio, capped to 1
in order to mostly catch frustrating situations where we
are matched with less skilled players), and finally some
are global to a match (e.g. the match duration, and the
total number of kills in the match).
These features were normalized between 0 and 1 so as
to obtain a uniform distribution in the (0, 1) range (this
basically amounts to using the rank of the value in the
sorted list of all observed values for the same feature).
For each unique player in the dataset, we randomly picked
4 out of these 11 features as those he actually cares
about. Then we uniformly sampled 4 weights (rescaled
so that they sum to 1) to weigh these features differently.
This way, each player has his own individual criteria to
evaluate fun in a match (although many of these criteria
are correlated).
The fun factor of each player in each match was computed as this weighted sum of features, then all these
fun values were normalized into (0, 1) like we did for
individual features.
Finally, we assumed the player answered “Yes” to the
question “Did you have fun in the match” when his fun
factor was above 0.7, “No” when it was below 0.3, and
skipped the survey otherwise.

Note that although our FunNet model predicts individual
probabilities for each player to have fun, in the end we need
a global match quality score. Based on the assumption that
we want everyone to have fun in the match, we interpret our
normalized “fun factor” score as the ground truth probability
that a player has fun, assume independence among players,
and define the match quality by
ΠPlayer i∈ match P (Player i has fun).
We actually take the logarithm of this score for convenience,
and average the resulting sum to make it independent of the
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TABLE II
S URVEY PREDICTION TASK ( WILL PLAYER i HAVE FUN IN THIS MATCH ?)

FunNet

NLL

Class. Error (%)

0.571 ± 0.008

29.2 ± 0.7

TABLE III
M ATCH RANKING TASK ( WHICH MATCHES WILL BE MOST FUN ?)
τ (Kendall’s tau)
TrueSkill-Team

0.11

TrueSkill-Player

0.17

BalanceNet

0.20

FunNet

0.23

number of players involved, yielding the final formula
X
1
Score(match) =
log P (Player i has fun).
n
Player i∈ match
(5)
where n is the number of players in the match.
We first validate that our model is able to predict the survey
answers by looking at the NLL and classification error on this
target. Table II shows that our model can reach under 30%
error, which tells us that it was able to capture at least some
of the underlying fun patterns we made up.
Then, we turn to the main question this research is concerned about, which is: can such a model select fun matches
better than balance-based models like TrueSkill and BalanceNet? To answer it, we use a ranking measure, which has
the advantage of being independent of the scale of the models’
scores, and of reflecting our real-world application where
the goal is to rank candidate matches to find the best ones.
Specifically, we compute the Kendall’s tau rank correlation
coefficient [18], denoted by τ , between the ground truth match
score (eq. 5) and the models’ rankings on test matches. For the
balance-based models (TrueSkill-Team, TrueSkill-Player and
BalanceNet) the matches are ranked by increasing value of
|P (team A wins) − 0.5|. The FunNet model uses eq. 5 with
its own estimated probabilities of each player having fun. A
perfect ranking would achieve τ = 1, while random ranking
corresponds to τ = 0 (and τ = −1 corresponds to ranking in
the exact opposite order of the ground truth).
We see from Table III that all models achieve a significantly
positive τ , which is not surprising since many of our features
that define fun correlate with match balance. We also recover
the same ordering w.r.t. performance as in the balance task
(Table I) i.e. TrueSkill-Team < TrueSkill-Player < BalanceNet.
However, as we expected, there is a benefit in designing a
specific “fun predictor” like the FunNet neural network, since
it is the one that achieves best performance. This is a promising
result, but of course it remains to be validated on “true” player
feedback, which will be the topic of our future research.
V. R ELATED W ORK
Our work puts together ideas originating from several fields
of research: matchmaking, skill rating and player modeling.
We describe below previous work in those areas that is most
relevant in the context of the proposed methodology.
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A. Matchmaking
The primary concern for matchmaking in an action game is
often the network connection quality. This is especially true
in an FPS where accurate aiming is key: being able to reliably
estimate latency between players is thus very important, and is
a topic of ongoing research [19]. This challenge is made easier
in our situation because games are run on dedicated servers,
so all we need to do is ensure that we only match together
players who have a good connection to the same dedicated
server.
From a high-level point of view, our matchmaking architecture is in the same spirit as the one described in [20], but with
a more complex match selection process. In that work, it is
suggested to divide players among “bins” (based on their skill)
in order to ensure match balance, and it is not said how to pick
players from a bin to obtain the final team composition. This
kind of skill-based strategy is used by many games, that do not
attempt to globally optimize team compositions. Instead, they
match together players of similar skill, then distribute players
in teams either randomly or so as to achieve teams of equal
strength [6], [21].
The idea that players should be matched based on their
gaming profile is not new: [22] showed empirically that
different types of players do not share the same preferences
with respect to who they enjoy playing with. However, they did
not actually propose a specific matchmaking algorithm based
on these considerations. [23] describes such a matchmaking
system, where they call “role” a player’s individual type. In
this system, examples of “good” matches are first memorized
(where good matches are found for instance by asking feedback from players like we intend to, or by human experts
who observe matches). These good matches are analyzed in
terms of the roles played by the players involved in them,
where roles are manually defined in a subjective manner and
may correspond to various traits of players that are considered
important for matchmaking purpose (e.g. “sniper”, “power
gamer”, “socializer”). A specific algorithm to infer player role
from tracked player behavior is not detailed, but several player
modeling techniques have been developed in the past years
and may be used for this purpose [24], [25], [26]. When a
match needs to be created from a pool of players waiting in
the matchmaking queue, candidate matches are then evaluated
by being compared to the set of good matches (in terms of
similarity in their role compositions). This approach is thus
similar to ours, but replacing our neural network evaluation
system with a memory-based algorithm and using only roles
as input. Although we believe this is a sensible idea worth
experimenting with, it has not been actually implemented yet.
One difficulty is that it is not obvious which roles are to be
defined (one can think of our algorithm as a way to learn
roles automatically within the player embeddings). Also, their
proposed algorithm only keeps “good” examples, while also
taking into account examples of “bad” situations is probably
important as well. Finally, they mention the problem of the
combinatorial cost of trying all player combinations to find
the best match, but do not propose a solution to this issue: we
suggest here to solve it by random sampling.
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B. Skill Rating
The problem of assigning skills to players or teams has a
long history in both games and sports, mostly for the tasks
of ranking, matchmaking and outcome prediction. Although
all these tasks may be tackled independently, a skill rating
system is very appealing as it can provide a statistically
motivated answer to all of them. The ranking task, however,
imposes some specific constraints that may hurt performance
for matchmaking and outcome prediction. Besides the fact that
a uni-dimensional skill is needed to easily make comparisons,
the competitive nature of rankings also makes them a favorite
target of players trying to “exploit” the system [6]. This is
one important reason why most skill rating systems only
consider match results to compute the skill: accounting for
extra information like the attributes we feed to our neural
network might be abused by players. This could be very
detrimental to team-based games, where players would try to
maximize statistics that boost their skill (e.g. their own number
of kills or captures in an FPS) instead of doing what is best
for their team to win.
A skill rating algorithm meant to be used for matchmaking
in a multiplayer game like Ghost Recon Online needs to be
able to assign individual ratings to players, then to derive
ratings for arbitrary teams from these player ratings. This
rules out most algorithms used in sports, where typically either
only global team ratings are considered [27], or, if individual
ratings are sought, players are assumed to play in the same
team for a long enough period of time to estimate meaningful
correlations [28].
The large majority of skill rating systems developed for
games take their root from the Bradley-Terry model [29], that
in its basic formulation models the probability that team A
wins over team B by
sA
α = P (team A wins) =
sA + sB
with sj the skill of team j. If we write sj = etj this becomes
etA
1
=
= σ(tA − tB ).
+ e tB
1 + etB −tA
Note that if we assume
X
tj =
pi
α=

etA

(6)

(7)

i∈team j

with pi the individual skill of player i, then this is a variant
of our neural network model described in Section II-A. This
can be seen when:
• A player’s embedding is made of a single scalar (his
skill) and there are no player attributes, so that eq. 1
becomes pi = ei , and thus team features (eq. 2) are
scalars computed as in eq. 7.
• The hidden layer h (eq. 3) is simplified to be the
concatenation of the team features, i.e. h = (tA , tB )T .
• The parameters of the output probability α (eq. 4) are
u = (1, −1)T and c = 0, making it equivalent to eq. 6.
The Bradley-Terry model has already been presented in such
a neural network form [30], but it was generalized in a
different way than in our model. The application the authors
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were interested in was in a game where teams were expected
to have a significant imbalance (in terms of the number of
players facing each other), which led them to model differently
the combined player strengths to better account for such
large differences. In particular, they incorporate this difference
into a so-called “home field advantage” that can also model
imbalances resulting from asymmetric maps, and can have
a stronger influence on the predicted result when there is a
high uncertainty on the player skills (i.e. when many players
are new to the game). They also take time into account by
weighting a player’s contribution with the time he spent in
the match, and using the elapsed time as input so that the
winning probability evolves as time elapses. Such an extension
would be interesting to incorporate in our model to better
evaluate “hot-join” situations. Compared to their formulation,
the novelty of our approach lies in using a multi-dimensional
embedding rather than a single skill value, adding additional
player attributes as input, and having more parameters to the
neural network transformations in order to potentially learn
more complex functions.
As discussed in Section III-C, the ability to update player
ratings after each match efficiently is important for online
rating systems, that need to update ratings in real time. The Elo
rating system [31], adopted by the World Chess Federation, is
very close to the Bradley-Terry model described above and is
based on an efficient online update algorithm. The Elo rating
was later extended, in particular to model uncertainty [32],
eventually leading to the fully Bayesian TrueSkill system that
is also able to infer individual skills from team results [7].
Various improvements and variants of TrueSkill have been
proposed since then (see e.g. [33], [34], [35]). Such methods
differ significantly from ours: they are probabilistic algorithms
that model a player’s skill as a scalar random variable, and
perform inference based only on match results (in particular
they ignore player attributes). One research direction that
bears resemblance to our work is the idea of computing skill
ratings in a “batch” setting, i.e. instead of only updating
current ratings incrementally after each match, both past and
future ratings are optimized to globally fit all match results
available [36], [37]7 . This is also what our offline training
phase (described in Section III-C) is meant to achieve: it can
“revisit the past”, while our online update phase is currently
a more myopic (but faster) incremental procedure.
Although using a single scalar to represent player skill is
convenient, it has been recently noted that increased performance on the outcome prediction task can be obtained when
using additional factors. A first idea, explored by [38] and [39],
consists in adding the concept of “contexts” associated to vectors θ k , such that the skill of player i in context k is given by
the dot product pi ·θ k . In our FPS application, a context would
be for instance a specific map and game mode: we proposed
a similar idea in Section II-A by learning context-dependent
weight matrices VA and VB (used in eq. 3). Note that in our
model we use a context matrix rather than a vector because
we want to extract multiple features rather than a single skill
7 Note that the batch approach from [37] can actually be made fast enough
for real-time use (with some approximations to speed up computations).
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value. Another way to use a multi-dimensional skill vector in
a Bayesian setting was presented in [17], whose idea consists
in modeling the fact that a player may have strengths and
weaknesses in different areas. Our neural network approach is
also be able to model such strengths and weaknesses in the
embedding vector pi , which the hidden layer transformation
(eq. 3) can combine optimally for outcome prediction. This
is all done implicitly here, while in a Bayesian setting the
relations between elements of pi are explicitly defined by the
graphical model architecture.
To conclude the comparison with Bayesian skill rating
models, we should emphasize that such models naturally
handle uncertainty, since they are fully probabilistic. For
instance, evaluating balance with TrueSkill is not usually done
by simply looking at |P (team A wins) − 0.5|. Instead, the
balance is computed from the asymptotic probability that the
two teams perform equally well (i.e. a draw), which depends
on the uncertainty on players’ skill and performance [7]. On
another hand, our current model ignores uncertainty: player
embeddings are fixed and the network transformations are
deterministic. However, we expect the addition of player
attributes (that contain for instance the number of matches
already played) to help by indirectly taking into account
uncertainty about new players’ embeddings.
C. Player Modeling
The basic idea of player modeling [2] is to extract information about players, to eventually provide them with an
improved gaming experience (either directly – e.g. tuning the
game to better suit the player’s playstyle – or indirectly – e.g.
collecting data to help later improve the game or its sequel).
Note that here we only consider models based on players’
actions within the game: more intrusive systems based for
instance on heart rate monitoring may also bring useful insight
into the way players experience video games [40], but are out
of the scope of our present research.
Our matchmaking application can be seen as a kind of
“game adaptation” mechanism in the context of matchmaking, where the game parameters being tuned are those of
the matchmaking decision function. A special case of game
adaptation consists in dynamically adjusting the game difficulty to better suit the player’s individual skill level [41]. In
single player games, dynamic difficulty adjustment is usually
based on the analysis of relevant statistics (e.g. number of
successes / failures, rate of damage) to adjust game settings
during gameplay [42], [43], [44], [45]. Other game adaptation
techniques to maximize player enjoyment have been proposed
before in other contexts like game content generation and
adaptation: [46] provides a good overview of previous work in
this area. Although many of these methods share goals similar
to our work, (they aim at making the game more balanced and
more fun), they cannot be readily applied to matchmaking.
The main reason is they are designed for single-player games
and thus are not meant to simultaneously optimize the game
experience of many players at the same time (especially
because of player interactions).
Another link with player modeling consists in the addition
of player attributes. In the present research we use simple
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statistics extracted from the game logs, but in the future we
intend to add more high-level information about the players’
profiles. Such information could for instance be whether the
player is more interested in the competitive aspects of the
game, in its social interactions, in having casual fun shooting
random people, etc. If such “classes” of players can be defined
beforehand from a priori knowledge, a survey could be sent to
players asking them to identify which class they belong to, or
human experts could watch some players and manually label
their playstyle. Once a number of such “prototypical” players
are available, supervised learning methods can be applied to
profile the whole playerbase [25], [47], [48]. Alternatively,
unsupervised clustering methods can also be used to discover typical classes of player behavior without much prior
knowledge [26], [49]. We expect that adding such high-level
profiling of players into their attributes vector will help our
predictive models achieve better accuracy.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE D IRECTIONS
Our main contributions are as follows:
• We demonstrated that in order to evaluate match balance
in a multiplayer game, using a skill value is not enough.
There is much to be gained from a richer player profile,
in particular by adding player statistics collected within
the game.
• We argued that fun is more important than balance, and
showed it is possible to use fun as the main criterion in a
matchmaking system (to the best of our knowledge, this
is the first implementation of this idea).
• We proposed an implementation based on neural networks, which makes it easy to include additional parameters and to design architecture variants able to better suit
a game’s specific needs.
• We showed how to integrate these neural networks within
an online game’s matchmaking system, providing solutions to the problems of (i) finding the best team
combinations from a pool of players waiting for a match,
and (ii) continuously updating the model in real time as
new data is being collected.
Our experimental results, although promising, remain preliminary: as more data is being collected during Ghost Recon
Online’s beta tests, we will be able to better evaluate the
proposed models, and experiment with more variants. The
main directions we plan to investigate are the following:
• Once enough data from the in-game player survey has
been collected, it will be interesting to compare our
handcrafted formula of fun with actual player feedback.
One question is also how often the survey should be
presented to players after launch: we may not even need it
if it proves possible to learn a reliable enough predictive
model of fun.
• The current set of attributes we are using is very limited.
We will augment it with more statistics, as well as
with more high level information derived from player
modeling.
• With more data, we may be able to take advantage of
more elaborate neural network architectures so as to
better learn complex statistical dependencies.
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